Abstract-Large-scale data streams processing is import to data processing application. So we need to investigate the parallel strategy for the Large-scale data streams processing. Here we propose two parallel strategies to handle data streams in real time, and consider the power efficiency as an important factor to the parallel strategies. We present a method to quantify the power efficiency for data streams during the computing. Finally, we compare the two parallel strategies on a large quantity of real stream data. The experiments prove the accuracy of analysis on power efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale data streams processing is import to data processing application. So we need to investigate the parallel strategy for the Large-scale data streams processing. The existing research focus on parallelism for improving the data stream processing. As Graphics Processing Units are becoming powerful, researcher have begun to handle the Large-scale data streams on Graphics Processing Units.
But there has been little study to investigate the issue of Large-scale data streams computing from the perspective of task. The Large-scale data streams processes have the task feature that is the communication between the CPUs and the computation on GPUs. Hence, we look into the level of task model and then investigate its impact on computation. We propose two parallel strategies to at the task level Largescale data streams processing. The Large-scale data streams processing consumes much energy because it copes with Large-scale data in real time. To address this issue, we analyze the power efficiency of the two parallel strategies.
II. MODELS

A. Tasks Model
Given a task sequence S with n tasks, and each task T has partial ordering relation. S = {T1,T2,...,Tn}, <Ti,Tj> ( i ≠ j ). Consider the case when the n tasks execute sequentially on the GPUs and each task has the same size, ( )
The task is highly intensive computing task that is work well on data-parallel systems and has different kinds of subtasks denoted as R, namely Ti = { R1,R2,...,Rk}, 1< i < n,
B. Program Model
The GPU can be programmed in C language, such as the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) or OpenCL of the NVIDIA [7] . The abstractions are kernels, thread blocks, threads, and thread grids. So there are two program models. We may use a kernel to complete the tasks. The thread blocks deal with different subtasks. Then the program just has one kernel, P = {K}. The other program model deals with the different subtasks, P = {K1,K2,...,Km}. Assume the program P to compute the task Ti, and Ti has m subtasks R1, R2,...,Rm. The kernel Ki is to compute the subtasks Ri.
C. Power Model
The power consumption model estimates the energy efficiency of computing for the task model from the perspective of software. Then the GPU power consumption is dominated by Pd, which is given by
where Cef is the effective switch capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage and f is the processor clock frequency. The energy consumed can be given as
P(t) is difficult to obtain due to the variation of this function.
We use average power P to substitute P(t) and estimate the energy consumed. So E is a sum of product of average power , and T obtained by the performance counter, namely
III. PARALLEL STRATEGIES
A. Multi-Stage Parallel Strategy
The main idea of Multi-stage parallel strategy is to divide the task into multiple stages. As shown in Fig.1 Thread Grid Figure 1 . Multi-stage parallel strategy.
The rectangle on the top represents the thread blocks set, and the bottom one represents the task to be handled by the thread blocks.
B. Multi-Pass Parallel Strategy
The same subtasks map to the same kernel and the whole task is mapped to multiple kernels. The mainly idea of MPPS is shown in The rectangle on the top represents a kernel and the bottom one are subtasks.
D. Power Consumption Analysis
Multi-stage parallel strategy is a strategy that lauching threads aims at the whole task rather than a subtasks set. The energy consumption of the two parallel strategies are as follows. 
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
To compare the two parallel strategies, we conduct simulation experiments based on the task model. In our experiments, assuming the task contains 3 subtasks and each subtask has the same intensity. We investigate the impact of intensity to the two parallel strategies. While the intensity is less than 1.09, multi-stage parallel strategy is prior to multipass parallel strategy. But when the intensity is greater than 1.09, the delta of S e is increasing. When the intensity is less than 1.09, the subtask is the memory-intensive task. multistage parallel strategy obtains better communication performance than multi-pass parallel strategy. Hence the performance power is better. The subtasks will spend more time on the communication with the arithmetic intensity increasing. multi-pass parallel strategy achieves better performance power because this strategy launches less active SMs than multi-stage parallel strategy and reduces the energy consumed. 
Figure 4
Comparison of the parallel strategies in power efficiency. 
